the fibration over the circle. Thus the embedding C + S2"+i arises from an open book structure [20] on the sphere with binding C and leaf F.
I generalize this situation as follows. Let SZnfl have a simple open book structure (see Definition 2.3) with binding K and leaf F. Let K(a) denote the a-fold cyclic cover of S2"+' with branch set K; F(a) stands for the a-fold cyclic cover of D*"+* with branch set P, E = the result of pushing F (keeping the boundary of F fixed) into D2"+2 via an inward normal vector field. Thus LJF(a) = K(a).
THEOREM. Under the above conditions there is a good choice of diffeomorphism H(a): F(a) -+ F(a) such that H(a) 1 aF(a) = lag and S2n+3 N E(a) u (K(a) x 0'). Here E(a) is the fiber bundle over the circle determined by H(a). Thus SZn' 3 inherits an open book structure with leaf F(a) and binding K(a).
Here and throughout the paper 'v will denote diffeomorphism.
The construction may be iterated. Starting from an arbitrary simple book structure on S*"+l with binding K, define inductively K(a,, a2 , . . . , a,) = K(a,, . . . , a,_ l)(aJ. These are generalized Brieskorn manifolds.
In particular, if K is a torus link of type (a,, a,) then there is an easily described book structure on S3 with binding K. This book coincides with the algebraic book with binding 
compute the intersection form on H,+,(F(a)).
While $4 and $5 are independent of the book structure, $6 assumes that F is the leaf of a book for SZn+'. If h is the monodromy for this book structure then h has an extension h: D2?t+*+D2n+2(L emma 6. While this completes the proof of the theorem stated in this introduction, actually more is true. Lemma 6.7 computes the Seifert pairing associated with F(a) -+ S2"+3. This computation may be used to find invariants for generalized Brieskorn manifolds. 97 contains applications to the classification of book structures on spheres, knot cobordism periodicity for fibered knots, identification of algebraic and topological book structures, and codimension one foliations of spheres.
1). Then the monodromy H(a) : F(a) + F(a) is defined (Definition 6.4). Essentially, H(a) = x 0 ff where h : F(a) -+ F(a)
The author would like to thank Ralph Fox for introducing him to branched coverings and Alan Durfee for helpful conversations. A simple knot is a pair (S'"+l, K2"-') where K2n-1 is an oriented (n -2)-connected submanifold of SZnfl, and there exists an embedding of an (n -l)-connected oriented manifold F2" c S2"+l such that aF2" = K2=-'. If K2n-1 is a homotopy sphere, the knot is said to be spherical. (S "+' is also oriented and all manifolds will be smooth.)
In case n = 1 a simple knot denotes a collection of disjoint circles embedded in S3.
When spherical, it is a knot in the usual sense of the word. A simple book structure on S2n+1 will be called a simpzefibered knot.
Remark. It follows from the definition that the leaf of a simple book has homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres. For n # 2 F will in fact be a handlebody. For n = 2 we shall assume that every two-dimensional homology class can be represented by a (combinatorially) embedded sphere. (This will be true for F(a), F the leaf of an S3-book, F(a) as described in the introduction.) Suppose a, b c S2"+l are disjoint embedded n-spheres. Assume orientations are chosen for a, b and S2"+'. We define the linking number of a and b to be I(a, b) = (ca, cb) where ca and cb are radial cones in D2"+' with apex the origin 0 E D2n+2. The symbol There is a well-known relationship between 0 and (, ) [see lo}. We include a proof since the technique is useful. 
Proof.
Exactness follows from the homology sequence of the pair (F, 8F), K = aF, and the given connectivity conditions.
This completes a summary of the algebra associated with a simple knot. Now suppose that K"'-l c Sznfl is a simple fibered knot with fiber F. Thus S"'+' has an open book structure and S2"+' = E u (K x II'), q% : E + S'. The fibration 4 is determined by a diffeomorphism h : F -+ F such that h / aF = 1dF. The map h will be referred to as the monodromy of the open book. In what follows, we shall use the notation developed above for bases an pairings.
Note that h may be regarded as h, : F,, + F,, where h, : F0 + Ft',, F, = 4-1(e2ni'), t E R, h fI+r2 = h,, 0 h,, . Thus we may take i, = hIlz, i* = h_l,z so that i*i* = i*i* = h, = 1,.
Each map h, is the identity when restricted to aFO. Thus hi* = hl 0 h_1,2 = h,,, = i,. The following lemmas are direct consequences of the definitions. Remark. To avoid complexity of notation, the same symbol will often be used for a map, the induced map on homology and the matrix of the latter with respect to a basis. 
Lemma 2.6 shows that V is the matrix of i* with respect to the bases {a,} and {Ai). Hence the last formula reads Z = (-I)"+' VA. Thus V is unimodular and the lemma follows.
Note that this last lemma shows that the monodromy of an open book structure on S"'+' determines the Seifert pairing. Classical formulas for the Picard-Lefschetz transformation in algebraic geometry [see 9,141 compute the variation A, and hence a Seifert pairing, for special singularities.
$3. WHEN IS A SIMPLE BOOK A FIBERED KNOT?
We wish to find conditions on a simple open book M2"+l which insure that M2"+l is a homotopy sphere. In particular, one wants conditions on the monodromy.
Note that for n > 1 a simple book is simply connected. Thus, for n > 1, one need only find conditions for M2"+' to be a homology sphere. The proof of this proposition will occur at the end of the section after some preliminary discussion.
Recall the Wang sequence [12] 
S') (viewing C,(F, aF) c C,(E)). Thus AZ is homologous to a8 x S' in H,(E).
This completes the proof of the lemma. Proof (of 3.3). We need only check that if A is an isomorphism then M is a homology sphere. Write M = E u (aF x 0") with E n (aF x 0') = aE = aF x S' and apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Note that H,(E) = 0 for * # 0, n, n + 1,2n + 1; H,(BF) = 0 for *#O,n-1,n,2n-1;H,(~FxS')=H,(~F)~H,_,(BF)=Ofor*#O,n-l,n,n+1, 2n -1, 2n. Thus the relevant sections of the sequence are of the form
H,+l(M) --f H,(aF x S') --f H,(E) @ H&F x D*) -+ H,(M).
The center map is given by
where i: H*(aF) --) H,(E) is induced by inclusion and x S' is the map discussed above. It then follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that this is an isomorphism often enough to insure that H,(M) = 0 for * # 0, 2n + 1. Thus A4 is a homology sphere and hence a homotopy sphere.
$4. CONSTRUCTION OF BRANCHED COVERINGS
In this section and the next K'"-i c S'"+' . 1s a simple knot with spanning surface F'".
No open book structure is assumed.
Using the normal field of S2"+' in D2n+2 one can push F into the interior of D2n+2 obtaining a diffeomorphic copy of F lying near dDZni2. Joining the boundary of this copy to K by normal trajectories one obtains a manifold E c D2"+2 such that P n aD2"+' = afi = K. Note that fi is a manifold with corners. By the usual technique of "straightening the angle" one may assume that E is a smooth submanifold of D2"+' and E N F.
Since E has trivial normal bundle in D2n+2 we can extend the inclusion to an embedding
. Then X is a manifold with boundary (and corners). 
Thus F(u) is the u-fold cyclic cover of D2"+' with branch set I?, and its boundary K(u) is the u-fold cyclic cover of S'""' branching along K. They are both smooth manifolds with differentiable structure independent of the choices of tubular neighborhoods, and so on, involved in their construction.
Verification of this last point will be omitted.
We wish to investigate the topology of F(u) and K(a) The first task will be to give a cut and paste description of F(a).
CUTTING, PASTING AND THE INTERSECTION FORM FOR F(u)
The first result of this section gives a decomposition of F(Q). This decomposition is then used to find the intersection form on H,+,(F(a)). By choosing a differentiable representative for CI and making it transverse to a point on S' we obtain a splitting of X along a codimension 1 submanifold. Then 2 is a union of a split copies of X.
Since fi was obtained by sliding F into the interior of D2n+2 via an inward normal vector field, we actually constructed a submanifold WZnfl c D2n+2 such that d w = P u F. (Essentially, w is the union of all the trajectories running from F to F.) We may assume that the embedding + : E x D2 + D2"+' is transverse to m along P x S1 and that IC/(E x D2) intersects W in a collar neighborhood of E in W. Thus w' = wn X is a submanifold of X such that 8 w'= (F x *) u F' where F' c S2"+' and aF' = K x *, * E S'. Now define a :X -+ S' as follows. First set CL 1 Fx S' to be projection on the second factor. Next, define C$ W') = *. It is then an easy exercise in obstruction theory to see that this extends to c1 :X + S'.
Thus w' may be used to effect the splitting of X.
Since F(a) = 8 u (E x D'), it may be described as follows : Using this identification, the proposition follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. The homology group H,+,(F(u)) is free of rank r . (a -1). A basis is given by
~={xi~uj~O~i~u-2,j=1 ,..., r}.
Proof. H,+,(F(u)) N H,+l(F'(u))
and the lemma is clear for the latter. 
Next, we wish to determine the intersection pairing ( , ) : H,+,(F(u)) x H,+l(F(u)) + Z.

= @ai, a,,) + (-l)"+'B(ai,, ai).
The other cases follow similarly. -1) x (a -1) ).
o I.;'
Here @ denotes tensor product of matrices.
Proof. This is simply a restatement of (5.6) in matrix terms. : C,(F, I?F) --) C,,, l(F(a), dF(a) ).
It is also useful to have an explicit basis for H,+,(F(a), dF(a)
LEMMA 5.9. The set 4 = {SiilO I j I a -2, 1 5 i I r} is a basisfor H,+,(F(a), aF(a) ). PoincarP dual to .@.
Proof. Simply note that the x'CUi are transverse to the 9_i', intersecting only along F.
AlsoTjis a relative cycle. If?: H,+,(F(u)) x H,+,(F(u), F(u)
) + Z is the duality pairing then it follows, using the deformation d of (5.5), that f(x'Cai, S/) = 6jj, . diis. This proves the lemma.
$6. CONSTRUCTION OF AN OPEN BOOK WITH LEAF F(u)
Now add to the structure by assuming that K and Fare the binding and leaf of a simple book decomposition of S'"+'. Let h : F-+ F, h 1 aF = l,, be the monodromy.
In this section a map H(a) : F(a) + F(u)
will be defined and we show that the open book with monodromy H(u) is a homotopy sphere.
Note that under the above assumptions one may define h : E -+ E by h[x, t] = [hx, t] ([x, t] = equivalence class of x x t in E)
. Since h 1 aF = l,, , this extends to a diffeomorphism h : p+l~ pa+'. LEMMA 
The diffeomorphism h : SZn+l -+ S"'+' is isotopic to the identity map.
Proof. Regard E = F x Iw/ -where (f, t) -(h-If t + l), [f, t] = -class of (f, t). Let he(lf,t])=[f,t+&],OI&I1.Thush,=1,andh,[f,r]=[f,t+1]=[hf,t]=h[f,t]. Hence fl E is isotopic to 1,. To extend to S'"+l, define h, : K x S' + K x S', h(x, [t]) = (x, [t + E]), S' = [w/Z This agrees with h, 1 aE. Viewing S' c C, h,(x, A) = (x, e2nia . A). Thus we may define h, : K x D2 -+ K x D2 by h,(x, z) = (x, eZniE . z).
This gives the extension h, : S2n+1 ~ S2n+1 such that h, = identity and hI = h.
Remarks. (1) Under the above conditions we may define a diffeomorphism
h : D2"+' + D""' which agrees with h above on the boundary by using the isotopy on S2"+' x I and filling in the identity map on a smaller concentric disk. 
one has 8 W = i,F u i*F and W has an involution T: W -+ W with T(x) = h_2E(x) for x E h,(F). Proposition 5.2 now holds using this choice of W.
The next lemma observes that under the assumption that K is a binding of a simple book structure on Szntl it follows that K(u) is also an open book with the same binding and leaf.
LEMMA 6.2. Let E(u) = F x IX/-, (L t) -(h-"f, t + a). Let (A t) = the equivalence class of(S, t) in E(u) and [f, t] = the equivalence class of(f, t) in E (E = E(1)). Define 7~ : E(u)+ E by z(f, t) = [f, t] and extend this to 71
Then there is a diffeomorphism $ : K(u) + E(u) u (K x 0') such that the following diagram commutes :
Here n' is the branched covering map,
Proof. This is easily seen from Remark 2 above and the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
ProoJ: Let g = H (K(u). Identifying K(a) and E(a) u (K x D2) by (6.2) we find g(A t) = x(hf, t) = (h-'hf, t + 1) = (f, t + 1).
This is isotopic to the identity in such a way that it extends over K x D2. Define g,(f, t) = (f, t + E) and proceed as in (6.1).
Thus, by collaring F(a) and carrying the isotopy gE on the collar K(a) x [0, l] we obtain from H a map H(a) : F(u) -+ F(a) such that H(a) 1 aFcaj = laFC.). 1 ((a -1) x (a -1) ). Let f(x, z) = x' + f(z) where x is a new complex variable. Then p(x, z) is also weighted homogeneous.
THEOREM 7.2. Let T(f) and T(f) denote the book structures on S2+"3 and S*"+l determined by j'andf respectively. Let T(F(a), H(a)) be the book on S2"+3 determined by T(f) and (6.6). Then T(p) is isomorphic to T(F(a), H(a)).
Proof. It will suffice to identify Similar analysis shows that an isotopy of c?l@ to the identity corresponds to the isotopy used in constructing
H(a). Thus T(f) = T(p, E?) is isomorphic to T(F(a), H(a)).
Remark. Since xa + f(z) is again weighted homogeneous one can iterate the above argument. Thus if Z(f; a,, . . . , a,,) = V(f(z) + xl"l + ... + x,"') n S2n+2k+1 then ~ (f;a,,...,a,)NK(a,,...,a,) where K = V(f) n S2"+' and the symbol on the right denotes the binding of the iterated book.
In order to give a topological description of Brieskorn manifolds we now need only give a geometric description of the algebraic book structure on S3 corresponding to f(z) = zoao + zl'l. This is easily done. Simply let g(z) = z,, + z1 and take the (trivial) book structure on S3 determined by g. Here the binding is an unknotted circle and the leaf a disk.
Define P : S3 + S3 by P(z, , zl) = (pzoao, pzlal) for p > 0 such that ) P(z, , zl) 1 = 1. Then P : C(a, , a,) + C(1, 1) and the inverse image of the trivial book structure of S3 under P is the book corresponding to zoo0 + zl'l.
Since C (a,, a, F(a,, , . . . , a,,) c S2"+' (the fiber for the Brieskorn book) is (-l)n(n-1)i2L00 @ La1 0 . . .@ L," .
(b) Book Structures on Spheres
In [5] , Kato discusses the classification of open book structures (spinnable structures in his terminology) on odd dimensional spheres. Given 9' = {F, h, g} E S, = S(S'"+') (Definition 7.1) one has the Seifert matrix V(Y) and also the variation A
(9) : H,(F, 8F) --f H,,(F). Kato proves :
(i) Given a unimodular n x n matrix A, then there exists a simple book decomposition 9 on S2"+' with V(Y) = A, for n 2 3.
(ii) Given simple books Y, Y' on S2n+1, n 2 3, such that V(Y) -V(Y')(-E congruent matrices) then 9' = 9" (i.e. the books are isomorphic). Given Y = (F, h, g} a simple book structure on SZn+' we have shown that F(2,2, . . . ,2) is the leaf of a simple structure ok(Y) on S2"f2kf1 @2's) such that V(w,(Y)) = + V(Y).
Hence, as Y runs over all simple books for S2nf1, n 2 3, c&(y) runs over all simple books for S2n+2k+1. This implies the following result: is an explicit isomorphism.
This is an analog of the more general isomorphism constructed explicitly by Bredon [l] . In fact, our construction is essentially the same as his for this case.
(c) Codimension One Foliations of Spheres
Let f(z) = (zO + z12) (zo2 + z15), K = V(f) n SE3. Then K(2, 2, . . . , 2) --+ S2"+l ((n -1) -2's). Calculation of the Seifert pairing for f shows that K(2, . . . , 2) N + C# (27-l x S") where n is odd 23, E = Milnor sphere. This book structure is the basic ingredient for producing codimension one foliations A la Durfee [3] or Tamura [19] . This is Durfee's method placed in an open book context.
